
Going further with 

Walkthrough videos
Walkthrough videos for Politics Trove are 
available from our Subscriber Services page on 
the Politics Trove website. 

These short videos will help you get started 
using Trove. From logging in to generating 
citations, the walkthroughs will help you make 
the most of your subscription. 

Cross referencing
As you have access to a wide range of titles, it’s a 
great opportunity to see how modules interlink.

For example, entering ‘climate change’ in the 
main search bar brings up entries that discuss 
this topic. You can refine your search by module 
in the left-hand menu. 

Creating and saving complex searches
When searching in Politics Trove, you can either use the search bar at the top of the page, or the 
left-hand search drop-down options to create a more specific search (e.g. looking for the term in a book 
title or abstract). 

When using the left-hand search:

1) Select ‘All’ in the drop-down and search for your keyword.

2) Click ‘Add row’ to refine your search. 

3) E.g. Select ‘Abstract’ in the drop-down and search for a key term in the texts’ abstracts.

4) Save your search filters by clicking on the save icon. Your search will be saved under the search tab in 
your work area. (NOTE: You will need to be signed in to your Personal Profile to save a search.)
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Going further
We have put together this 
short guide to help you get a 
bit more than just the basics 
from Politics Trove. 

https://www.oxfordpoliticstrove.com/page/subscriber%20services/subscriber-services


Going further with 

Study tools
There are plenty of additional study and 
testing resources available via Politics 
Trove.

Look out for the ‘Related Links’ in the 
left-hand menu which include links to 
our free-to-use supporting resources 
where students can test their under-
standing of the subject.

Help and Contact
Please refer to our help and FAQ pages on 
Politics Trove for more advice on navigating 
Politics Trove.

Brexit coverage
Three short supplementary texts on Brexit are available through Politics Trove to support the 
following textbooks:

Quick links to the three texts can be accessed 
through the Politics Trove homepage.

Cini & Perez-Solorzano 
Borragn, 
‘European Union Politics’

Bache, Bulmer, George & 
Parker,
‘Politics in the European 
Union’

Kenealy, Peterson & 
Corbett, 
‘The European Union: 
How does it work?’

https://www.oxfordpoliticstrove.com/page/faqs/faqs

